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1. What makes Phenology a good career? Is this job very hands-on? Why would someone choose 
this career? 

• There are many different types of careers that use phenology as a mechanism for understanding 
the natural world.  Using phenology in what you do can be exciting because you can study many 
things.  If you want to be a biologist or a botanist and are interested in learning about plants, 
animals, and the natural world, then you can use phenology to study their changes and patterns. 
If you want to be a climatologist, you might use phenology to compare how the climatic changes 
are affecting the species on earth. If you want to be a teacher or an environmental educator, 
you might use phenology to teach others about the natural world.  If you want to be a farmer or 
agriculturist, you might use phenology to understand planting and harvest times. If you’d like to 
be an entomologist, you might use phenology to better manage insect pests on plants and in 
people’s houses. If you want to work for a public/national park as a park ranger, you might use 
phenology to record the changes you see in the park through time. If you’d like to be a forester 
or Wildlife Refuge manager, you might use phenology to better understand how to manage the 
land and natural resources you oversee.  The list is huge! What else can you think of? 

• Using phenology for your job is very hands-on.  Making and recording observations in the field is 
the key to collecting this kind of information/data.  Of course if you enjoy computers you can 
always analyze the data that others collect in the field.  

• Anyone who has an interest in any aspect of the natural world might choose a career that uses 
phenology because making and recording observations helps us remember what we see and 
leaves a record of what we saw for generations to come.  

 
2.  What is the data system? Why is the climate changing? What is Phenology? 

• The data system is the National Phenology Database (NPDb).  This data system stores all of the 
phenology observations that scientists and non-scientists make in one place.  The great thing 
about it is that it allows everyone to answer the same questions about a species so there is no 
question about what is meant by what is entered.  In other words, the database provides a way 
for us to “standardize” the data.  This is quite useful to researchers who are interested in getting 
our data back out because they can expect that it is recorded in a way that is very usable.  

• The climate may be changing for a few reasons.  Most scientists believe that the climate is 
changing at a more rapid pace because of the human influence on the environment.  Since 
humans have been steadily altering the earth’s ecosystems, the climate is generally warming at a 
pace faster than in the past.  The earth’s natural climate definitely has experienced shifts over the 
millions of years the planet has been in existence, but the rate at which the climate is warming is 
happening faster than ever now.  Any changes in the climate affect the earth’s biosphere and 
ecosystem, regardless of the reason for those changes – a change in the climate affects the 
places where species can live.  

• Phenology is the study of life cycle events of plants and animals and the relationship of those 
events to the environment (not necessarily climate, but all factors of the environment).  
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Phenology, however, is a good indicator of a changing climate because species are experiencing 
measurable and visual changes in these life cycle events that we can record and study. 

  
3.  How long does a project last? Why do people study phenology? What are Trophic 
relationships? 

• This project is meant to go on for a very long time.  The more phenology observations we can 
make and store in our NPDb, the more valuable the information will be to researchers at any 
time in the future.  We especially encourage groups like schools and volunteer programs to 
commit to making observations as often as they can for as long as they can. Even if you are 
making observations with your 7th grade class and your 8th grade class is not making 
observations, it would be very helpful if EVERY 7th grade class can continue to make the same 
observations.  Of course it would be great if you could continue to make observations in 8th 
grade, 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th grade, 12th grade, and beyond! 

• People study phenology because they are interested to know how changes in the environment 
are affecting species on earth. 

• Trophic relationships are those which result when one species feeds on another to survive.  It is 
related to the food web, ecology and is cyclical.  It also has to do with the energy cycle including 
plants obtaining their energy from the sun, transferring that energy to primary, secondary, and 
tertiary consumers, and then the decomposers breaking down materials at the end of plant and 
animal life cycles to start the process over again.   

 
4.  Why are some animals becoming active earlier? Why do humans need to study Phenology? 

• Animals are becoming active earlier, in some cases, because there has been a change in the 
environmental cue that alerts them to move into their next life cycle phase.  For example, insects 
that are cued by temperature to hatch from an egg to a larvae will do so earlier if it is warmer in 
the environment at an earlier time.  Other animals who need to hibernate may do so later in the 
year if they are reliant upon cooler evening temperatures to cue them to hibernate.  Conversely, 
those same animals who hibernate may wake earlier in the season if the evening temperatures 
are warmer, earlier.  This has implications for the species because it also could affect mating 
times and other physical processes for that animal.  We are not sure about all of these affects 
and that is why we are interested in studying them.  

 
5.  What are phenology's core programs? Why are we having a loss of some of our species? What 
makes things in nature happen at the same time each year? 

• Phenology doesn’t necessarily have “core programs”, rather as I outlined in question one, many 
different subject areas can benefit from recording phenological information.   

• We may be having a loss of some of our species because habitat and ecosystem conditions are 
no longer optimum for the species to survive.  We also see species “extirpation” which is a type 
of local extinction – meaning that the species might not necessarily disappear from earth entirely, 
rather it just moves to another location where the conditions are now right for it to survive.  

• Things happen in nature at the same time every year because they are cued to move through 
their life cycles when conditions in the environment are just right for that to happen.  For 
example, the leaves of deciduous trees change color when the evening temperatures are just 
cool enough to cue the individual to begin to conserve its resources and become dormant during 
the colder winter months.  Typically these temperatures are present on the earth in a given 
location at a somewhat similar time each year.  Again, if there is a shift in the timing of the cooler 
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temperatures (either earlier or later in the year) the tree species will wait until those temperatures 
arrive to move to the next phase.   

  
6.  What talents do you need for this career? How many years of college does it take? What is 
citizen science? 

• The only talents you need for this career are a love of nature and ecology, the ability to make and 
record accurate observations (attention to details helps!), and a desire to understand not only 
what you are observing but how that fits into the big picture of life on earth.  

• You don’t need to go to college or have a degree to be a phenologist – if you pay attention to 
things going on outside your window right now, you are a phenologist! However, if you want to 
use phenology in your future career, you may need to take undergraduate and graduate courses 
to learn how to be a specialist.   

• Citizen science is a form of “crowd-sourced”, public participation in science.  Having a citizen 
science project allows scientists to gather even more meaningful data on whatever subject they 
are studying (it doesn’t just have to be nature, it can be anything from allergies, to earthquakes, to 
transportation studies, to galaxies, the sky is the limit).  Imagine how long it would take one 
person to make observations at sites in every county in the state, or state in the United States.. a 
long time.  It helpful to have a team of people helping you collect the information you need and 
maybe even helping you to design interesting science questions too! 

 


